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List of old age home in panvel
Adharwad is one of the best Old Age Home for Elderly People in Mumbai. Adharwad provides great facilities than any other organization is giving. We are also known for the Best NGO’s for a physically challenged person for Old Age Home Elderly People Mumbai. We seek to be profoundly enhance the dignity of the lives of elderly People entrusted to
their care. we access to facilities as well as giving human care promoting independence and providing a spiritual emotional. our team physical along with financial reach, comfort and dignity. Apart from that, Adharwad is home for those people who values their liberty. but require assistance with some kind of activities of daily life. We provide luxury
old age homes in Mumbai Our Aim:- Our main aim to provide congenial permanent / temporary shelter to elderly men and women in Adharwad. We provide counseling services to women in distress in addition to other noble causes or problem. Furthermore, our staff provides full supports to every resident by keeping them busy with light activities.
Our various tasks that will keep their mind occupied, well balanced and fresh. This makes Adharwad one of the best Old Age Home for Elderly People in Mumbai. Old Age Home for bedridden Adharwad provides a great homely environment with quality health & sanitation facilities to the senior citizens who are bedridden. The trust makes us one of
the best providers of bedridden patients home care in Navi Mumbai. Our Environment We provide Life expectancy is steadily increasing for Old Age Home Elderly People Mumbai. Many cities aren’t any longer safe nor friendly neighbors a certainty. we have check various housing for the aged may be a sensible lifestyle resolution. we have developers
are currently able to give. The weakening joint family system in India for Old Age Home Elderly People Mumbai. We have different in numerous factors have given rise to west-inspired phenomena of adulthood homes. The shocking value of living and scanty return on savings have nearly pushed these senior citizens on roads. such an act has triggered
the protection internet of the helpless. that has nearly nonexistent in several states in India with Kerala topping the list. In the year 2005, Adharwad established and it is a philanthropic trust. registered. under the name of Adharwad Niradhar & Apang Mahila Utkarsh Trust. our prime focus is to take good care of Senior Citizens. Any unfortunate
suffering from various diseases like Alzheimer’s diseases or paralysis. We have independent and shared units which senior citizens. We choose from and the elder’s stay with a loving touch and medical supervision. With the breakdown of the cAs we hear the word Old Age Home, the image that immediately conjures up in our minds is that of a
depressing place, with a number of sad and unwell old people sitting and waiting – for their families.Obviously, no one would like to imagine or even think of their own parents in such an atmosphere.However, with the advent of the nuclear family system in India, another sad reality that has become part of life is that you cannot always be around your
parents due to your other obligations. And the loneliness, as well as helplessness due to their advanced age, is inevitable.The old age homes of today are not the sad and forlorn places they are made out to be. Instead, most of them keep the elder people in the old age home busy and engaged in various types of activities like picnics and games etc.
This combined with being surrounded by the people of their own age gives the seniors a much happier and healthier life that is full of activity.Another huge advantage is that all Old Age Homes in Navi Mumbai or other cities have associated medical care and emergency services to handle any untoward situation. This is not the case when they are left
alone at home. So, constant supervision along with medical aid gives the seniors a fair chance at enjoying their lives without any worry.In addition to the traditional old age homes that offer regular rooms and care facilities, along with some social activities, many modern senior homes are coming up that offer a fun and busy choice of life, especially
after 60.Even if your senior loved ones live with you at home, staying alone the entire day or just being with grandchildren can often lead to loneliness and depression, as they may not be able to connect with their own generation. This can lead to other health issues. In such a scenario, an old age home can be a good choice.Here is a list of some of the
top old age homes in Navi Mumbai.1. Sharan (Home for Senior Citizens)Address: Sharan, Smt Kamla Raheja Rehabilitation Centre for Paraplegics, Plot No. 52,Sector 9A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai – 400703Phone: +91 22 27801744, +91 22 27801849, +91 22 27800454Website: www.vatsalyaoldagehome.orgFacilities: A happy place liked by its inhabitants,
Sharan Old Age home in Vashi Navi Mumbai has some of the best facilities for senior citizens in Navi Mumbai including regular medical checkups, balanced diet, medical care and emergency assistance, library, TV room, professional security agency, activities and celebrations.2.AdharwadAddress: Plot No 20, Sector 1, Kopar Khairane, Navi Mumbai
– 400709, Behind Terna International SchoolPhone: +9198678 02089Website: Started with the aim to provide a dignified living for the elderly Adharwad has a number of facilities for them including hygienic environment, medical assistance, recreational activities, support for bedridden patients and a secure environment.3. Rajpal Old Age Home, Old
Age Care, Navi MumbaiAddress: Plot No 13, Sector 10 Kopar Khairane, Navi Mumbai – 400709Phone: +91 8879257603 / 8779782434Website: A part of a larger medical group, this Old Age Home in Navi Mumbai offers not just the regular facilities like hygienic location, attendants, activities but is also backed up with 24 X 7 medical and ICU
availability along with specialized and trained medical staff to take care of the elderly.4. Narmada NiketanAddress: Plot No. 2, Sector No. 8, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400 702Phone:
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